With Refinitiv® Point Connect, you can view fundamental and forecast data for power, gas, agriculture, weather, hydrology, carbon, liquefied natural gas (LNG) and metals. Gain insight from the Refinitiv Research and Forecasts team. See a full history on all data sets, with data delivery over FTP. Receive instant notifications on updated data with your subscription. Point Connect presents data simply in CSV files – and all in our metadata taxonomy for immediate access and context.

**Why Point Connect?**

**Slash time integrating data.**
Get the fundamental content you need in a normalized format, and in one repository that saves you time and money.

**Incorporate new data sets to boost the power of your models.**
With Point Connect, you can access the Data Guide, a full range of commodities data. Search for and add more data to your plan with a few clicks.

**Outsource data gathering.**
Enable your IT staff to outsource data gathering and maintenance, to serve your demands and preserve resources that could be invested elsewhere.

**Maintain compliance with less effort.**
Staying compliant with the Point Connect agreement assures you of complying with all third-party source requirements. We ensure compliance with source requirements so you can use the data and share it across your team, whereas the data you find on the Web may not be yours to use freely.

**Ask the specialists.**
By using Point Connect, you enjoy end-to-end service built around data, combined with a strong technology offering, comprehensive metadata, and direct access to data specialists.
Current offerings

- European Gas
- European Power
- European Weather
- US Gas
- US Power
- US Weather
- South American Power
- Global Agriculture
- Global Carbon
- Global LNG
- Global Metals
- Freight Analytics
- Trade Flows
- Fixtures
- DECOMP

Partnerships

Refinitiv partners with Lilac Energy Software Solutions to accommodate companies without the IT resources to fully use the fundamental data for commodities. Lilac offers the Fundamental Data Manager (FDM) product, which works seamlessly with Point Connect to automate data download and enable easy management and analysis of Point Connect data. You can optionally implement FDM as a cloud- or client-hosted solution.

More information from Refinitiv

Read more about our products at:
refinitiv.com/commodities

Send us a sales enquiry at:
refinitiv.com/en/contact-us

Find out how to contact your local office:
refinitiv.com/locations

Access customer services at:
refinitiv.com/commodities

For more information, contact your representative or visit us online.

Refinitiv is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure, serving over 40,000 institutions in approximately 190 countries. It provides leading data and insights, trading platforms, and open data and technology platforms that connect a thriving global financial markets community – driving performance in trading, investment, wealth management, regulatory compliance, market data management, enterprise risk and fighting financial crime.

Visit refinitiv.com/pointconnect